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Residential Load Simulation and Applied Load Management Strategies 

 

1 Introduction 

Smart-grid related technologies such as advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), demand 

side management (DSM), load management (LM), and load control (LC) are currently 

areas of high research and development interest.  

In the future it is expected that these technologies will enable power system operators and 

utilities to receive real-time power consumption, energy cost, and control signal 

information from “smart” sensor enabled devices and allow response to critical load 

events via direct device control. 

1.1 Load Management and Load Control Background 

 Load management strategies monitor sensor feedback and send out control signals to 

adjust the shape of the load profile in response to specific load events. Three common 

types of load management strategies encountered in the literature are peak reduction, 

peak shifting, and valley filling strategies [1]. Peak reduction load management strategies 

attempt to minimize peak load events by shutting down all low priority loads. Peak 

shifting strategies attempt to shift loads past peak operating hours, and valley filling 

strategies attempt to schedule low priority loads during off-peak hours when the net cost 

of energy is relatively low. 

 Field testing various load management strategies may be a potentially expensive and 

time consuming process. Comprehensive load management studies may require the 

purchase and deployment of numerous smart sensors and load control devices to 

consumers in a load management study area over the course of several months or years. 

 1.2 Study Motivation 

 In order to address these issues, this thesis presents the development of a residential 

load and applied load management simulation that allows the user to generate residential 

load profiles and evaluate load management strategy effectiveness in a laboratory setting 

prior to physical deployment.  
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 The residential load simulation methodology expands upon earlier studies conducted 

by Walker (1985) [2], Capasso (1994) [3], Yao (2005) [4], Paatero (2006) [5], Jardine 

(2008) [6], Richardson (2008) [7][8], and Armstrong (2009) [9].  

 These studies explore different ways of creating appliance-level load simulations, 

including the construction of an appliance startup function that is used to determine 

whether an appliance is activated at a particular time, based on a statistical data and a set 

of conditions.  

 In some cases, the appliance startup probability function is defined by a set of 

equations that describe occupant and appliance behavior for every moment in time 

[10][2]. In other cases [3][7][8], the function is constructed from cumulative probabilities 

derived from combinations of residence occupancy, appliance saturation, and appliance 

time-of-use data. Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages that have been 

debated in other studies [9]. A modified cumulative probability appliance startup function 

approach was selected for the simulation methodology due to data availability and time 

constraints.  

 1.3 Residential Load Simulation Overview 

     The structure of the residential load and applied load management simulation is 

divided into four subroutines: appliance generation, residence generation, power 

generation and load management.  

 The appliance generation subroutine uses statistical data [11][12][13] to define 

appliance power use.  Appliance time-of-use, active and standby power consumption, 

cycle time and cycle daily frequency characteristics are included. Appliance subroutine 

results are stored in a special appliances data structure which is accessed throughout the 

simulation by the other subroutines.  

 The residence generation subroutine imports household occupancy time-of-use 

statistical data [13] for a given month or year and generates characteristic occupancy 

patterns. A random seed value (e.g., ±5%) is applied to these patterns at each time step to 

introduce variability. Each residence is further populated with an appliance composition 
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using saturation information from the appliances structure. The subroutine stores 

generated residence characteristics in a special residences structure that is also accessed 

throughout the simulation by other subroutines.  

 The power generation subroutine uses an appliance startup probability function to 

determine appliance start probabilities at each time step, and determines whether an 

appliance is started by comparing certain conditions. Individual appliance load 

contributions are determined and summed to form a single aggregate appliance load 

profile for each simulated residence. Single residence load profiles are then combined to 

represent multi-residence loads. 

 Figure 1.1 below shows how the subroutines are connected in the simulation logic: 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Residential load simulation flow chart. The chart shows appliance, residence, 

power, and load management subroutines and corresponding Matlab script files. The load 

management subroutine is divided into a single .m script for each load management 

strategy. 

 

 The ability to generate residential load profiles derived from historical appliance data 

for a given month or year is advantageous. While empirical appliance load surveys have 

been conducted for residences in the EU [14][15], Canada [9], and China [16] few studies 

Load 
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have been conducted for the US and empirical data is often outdated and or proprietary. 

 The load management subroutine applies various load management strategies on an 

appliance by appliance basis to residential load profiles. The load management strategies 

are restricted to only operate on the current time step to help maintain real world 

operating conditions where future load conditions cannot be known with complete 

certainty. 

 The prototype residential load simulation and applied load management simulation 

was completed May 2011 in Mathworks® Matlab® .m script format, and was used to 

generate a multiple residence load profile for a small community of one thousand homes, 

approximating the single-phase load of a generic 115 kV utility substation.  

 The representative multiple residence load profile was verified against historical 

Pacific Gas & Electric (PGE) [17] and Southern California Edison (SCE) [18] load data 

from 2009. Peak reduction, peak shifting, and valley reduction LM strategies were 

developed and applied. The resulting simulation analyzed to determine simulation 

accuracy and evaluate load management strategy effectiveness.  

 The simulation results compare favorably with real utility data. Both the peak 

reduction and peak shifting load management strategies successfully adjust load during 

peak hours and reduce net energy cost. The valley filling load management strategy was 

able to adjust load but occasionally unable to reduce the net energy cost. 

 The residential load and applied load management simulation provides a unique test 

platform to experiment and evaluate site-specific load management strategies. It is hoped 

that future simulation expansion will allow rapid testing and deployment of smart-grid 

related load management technologies. 

 

2 Methodology 

 

The methodology chapter is divided into four subsections that describe the four major 

simulation subroutines: appliance generation, residence generation, power generation, 

and load management. These subroutines are called sequentially to generate residential 
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load profile results for each time step. Simulation output figure axes and values can be 

difficult to read due to size constraints; larger versions of these figures can be found in 

Appendix A. 

 2.1 Appliance Generation Subroutine 

 The appliance generation subroutine is responsible for importing all appliance data 

including characteristics such as appliance selection, unit energy consumption (UEC), 

appliance saturation, active and standby power, and appliance time-of-use (TOU). This 

information is then stored in the appliance structure. 

2.1.1 Appliance Saturation and UEC Definitions  

  The subroutine accesses information for a predefined list of common household 

appliances, ranging from central air conditioners to microwave ovens. Including every 

single consumer appliance on the market today would be a difficult and time consuming 

task. In order to reduce the total number of appliances used in the simulation without 

omitting major load contributions, appliance selection was determined from examining 

the California Residential Appliance Saturation Survey (RASS) for 2009 [11].  

  The RASS is a mail and online survey study administered by the California Energy 

Commission (CEC). The survey collects energy consumption and appliance saturation 

data from Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), South California Edison (SCE), 

San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E), Southern California Gas Company 

(SoCal Gas), and Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) customers. 

Approximately 25,721 metered households were surveyed in 2009 [11].  

  Appliances with the highest UEC (kWh/year) and highest appliance saturation 

percentages are prioritized for simulation inclusion. The saturation percentages describe 

the appliance count present per number of residences participating in the survey. 

Simulated appliance compositions generated are therefore representative of Californian 

homes. 
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  2.1.2 Appliance Active and Standby Power Definitions  

  The appliance generation subroutine uses active and standby power information 

derived from utility estimates available from National Grid (NG) [19] and Lawrence 

Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) [20]. Appliance cycle times and cycles per day are 

also derived from the same source.  

  Figure 2.1 illustrates how active and standby power values are applied. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Refrigerator active and standby power. The refrigerator is active at 0.5 kW for 

a total of 8 cycles. The refrigerator uses standby power when inactive, hence standby 

power of 0.1 kW is applied to inactive cycles. 

   

  If an appliance status is active or uses standby power at a given hour, the power 

output is a flat kilowatt value for one hour. The current simulation is limited in that 

minute to minute appliance behavior cannot be modeled. The simulation also does not 

take into account residence material construction, number of occupants, area, and 
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external temperature. 

  2.1.3 Appliance Miscellaneous Load Definitions  

  The RASS “Misc” category represents the collective contribution of all unnamed 

appliances. According to the survey methodology (see 2009 California RASS: Volume 1: 

Methodology pages 120-121), values in this category are derived from engineering 

estimates based on demographic, seasonal, and structural values [11].  

  Unfortunately, no appliance breakdown was given for the miscellaneous category. 

Also, very little saturation data and time-of-use data is available for these appliances. 

Most miscellaneous appliances are operated less than one hour per day. 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Miscellaneous base load for generic residence. The miscellaneous base load is 

a constant power output, active 24 hours a day. The base load is used to represent the 

average power usage of all miscellaneous appliances within a residence; in this case the 

base load was approximately 0.9 kW. 
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  The subroutine creates the base load using an “effective” power output, derived 

from the miscellaneous appliance nameplate energy usage rather than the nameplate 

power output. Energy usage per month was obtained from NG [19]. If an appliance on 

average consumes 1.2 kWh per hour, the effective power output is then the power output 

that yields the same energy consumption when active for a full hour; in this case the 

effective power output is 0.2 kW. 

2.1.4 Appliance Time of Use Definitions 

  The subroutine uses appliance time-of-use information derived from the National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory's (NREL) Residential Building and Performance research 

group benchmark [12] to generate appliance relative probability curves.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Relative probability curve for generic clothes dryer. The clothes dryer reaches 

a peak relative probability around 11:00 AM and steadily decays from the peak until 

midnight. 
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  The 2004 “Building America Research Benchmark Definition” provides fraction of 

daily energy use vs. time of day load curves for a number of different appliances. These 

benchmark curves are intended to “represent the behavior of a 'standard' set of occupants” 

[12]. Fractional load curves are normalized to generate relative probability curves for 

each appliance in the subroutine. 

  The subroutine also imports heating and cooling appliances time-of-use curves 

derived from data presented by the Northwest Power and Conservation Council “Sixth 

Northwest Conservation and Electric Power Plan” [21] as shown below in Figure 2.4:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Relative probability curve for central air conditioner. The air condition 

relative probability starts to increase around 9:00 AM and peaks around 6:00 PM. 

 

2.1.5 Appliances Structure Definition 

  The subroutine stores all appliance information discussed in section 2.1 in a Matlab 

structure format, which is similar to a C++ programming class definition that defines 

class object properties.  
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  The appliances structure contains the following information for each appliance: 

 Appliance name (e.g., “Space Heating,” “Central AC,” “Furnace Fan,” “Toaster”) 

 Appliance UEC (kWh/year) 

 Appliance saturation percentage (number of appliance types present per number 

of households) 

 Appliance max and average energy consumption (in kWh/day, for cycle 

calculations) 

 Control flag indicating whether an appliance is available for the load management 

(binary) 

 Allowed control delay (not yet implemented) 

 Appliance cycle length (hours) 

 Appliance cycle maximum frequency (cycles per day) 

 Appliance active and standby power output (kW) 

 Appliance time of use information (relative probability of appliance use per hour). 

  Shown on the next page in Figure 2.5 is an appliances structure entry for a space 

heater. The figure shows how the appliance data entries are formatted inside of Matlab. 

Each appliance in the structure is accessed by subfield (appliances.app1, appliances.app2, 

etc). 
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Figure 2.5. Appliances structure entry for a generic appliance. Characteristics for a space 

heater are shown in the figure. The structure subfields define the individual appliance 

values used throughout the simulation. 

 

 2.2 Residence Generation Subroutine 

 The residence generation subroutine is responsible for importing time-of-use survey 

data, generating residence occupancy profiles, generating a random set of appliances per 

household from appliance saturation percentages, generating numbers of occupants and 

household area values, and storing all resulting information in a residences structure that 

contains one entry per generated residence.  

2.2.1 Residence Occupancy Profiles 

  The subroutine generates residence occupancy profiles using data from the 

American Time Use Survey (ATUS) [13]. The ATUS is a time use survey conducted by 

the US Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics that provides nationally 

representative estimates of how Americans spend their time. The survey contains journal 

entries for each hour, with activity codes that indicate specific activities performed while 
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at work, at home, or outside of the home. 

  Residence occupancy profiles provide the relative probability that a residence is 

occupied at a given hour of the day, based on ATUS information.  

  In order to compute relative probabilities, the ATUS dataset is filtered to only 

include activities performed at home. The remaining annual data is divided into months. 

Activity counts per month per day per hour are then divided into bins. Each bin total is 

divided by the total number of journal entries to determine the relative probability for that 

hour.  

  Relative probability is the approximate probability of an event occurring, based on 

relative frequency. Relative frequency is the number of times an experimental event 

occurs, divided by the total number of trials [22]. Relative probability is given by: 

𝑅𝑝 ≈  
𝑁𝑥

𝑁𝑡
 (1) 

where RP is the relative probability, Nx is the number of times an event x occurred, and Nt 

is the total number of trials. Hence, the relative probability for a single hour in the 

subroutine is given by: 

𝑅𝑝 𝑗 =  
 𝑁𝑥(𝑙, 𝑗)

𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
𝑙=1

𝑁𝑡
 (2) 

where Rp(j) is the relative probability for hour j, Nx  is the number of times an event x 

occurred (in this case, the number of times the residence was occupied), Nt is the total 

number of trials, and l iterates through the number of days of per month. 

  All ATUS activities performed at home except for “sleeping” are counted as active 

occupancy, since sleeping requires few active appliances. After relative probabilities are 

determined from the ATUS dataset, the subroutine adds a random seed value of ±5% per 

hour to introduce minor variation into the occupancy profiles generated for each 

residence. 

  Figure 2.6 on the next page shows how residential occupancy relative probability 

varies during the day. Note that the relative probability from midnight to 5:00 AM 

appears low due to the way occupancy is defined. 
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Figure 2.6. Residence occupancy profile. Occupancy profiles are derived from the ATUS. 

At each hour, a random seed value of ±5% percent is introduced to add variation to 

individual occupancy profiles. 

    

2.2.2 Residence Appliance Composition 

  The subroutine generates a random composition of appliances for each residence, 

using the appliance saturation percentages discussed in the previous section.  To 

determine whether an appliance is present in a residence, saturation percentages are 

compared against a random number. If the random number is less than or equal to the 

saturation percent, the appliance is included in the residence and inherits characteristics 

from the appliances structure.  

  Currently, all residences in the model share identical appliance characteristics. 
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2.2.3 Residence Occupant and Area Information 

  The subroutine generates a random number of residence occupants and random 

square meter area. Both of these features are reserved for later simulation expansion. 

2.2.4 Residences Structure Definition 

  The residence generation subroutine stores residence characteristics in structure 

format, similar to the appliances structure in 2.1.5. Each residence in the structure is 

accessible by subfield and each appliance by sub-subfield (e,g, residences.res1.app1, 

residences.res1.app2).  

 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Residences structure entry for a generic residence. Characteristics for 

residence 1 are shown in the figure. The structure subfields define the individual 

residence values and corresponding appliance compositions used throughout the 

simulation. 

 

The residences structure contains the following information for each residence: 

 Residence number (1, 2, … i) 

 Residence number of occupants  
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 Residence occupancy profile (relative probability per hour) 

 Residence area (m^2) 

 Residence power profile (determined in power generation subroutine) 

 Residence appliance composition (app1, app2, … k) 

  The residences structure also contains some additional information generated by 

the power generation subroutine, including pre- and post-load management residence 

power profiles.  

2.3 Power Generation Subroutine 

 The power generation subroutine is responsible for generating power information for 

each residence and consequentially for each appliance defined in the residences structure.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.8. Power generation subroutine logic. For each residence, appliance, and time 

step the power generation subroutine performs the stages shown above starting with 

appliance startup probability calculation. 

Calculate 
appliance startup 

probability

Check appliance 
start conditions

Generate 
appliance power 

Apply load 
management 

strategies 

Generate 
separate LM 

appliance power
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2.3.1 Appliance Startup Probability and Start Conditions 

  The power generation subroutine uses appliance composition data to calculate 

appliance startup probabilities for each appliance via an appliance startup probability 

function.  The appliance startup probability function used is similar to the function 

defined by Capasso [3] and Paatero [5], and is a cumulative probability of residence 

occupancy, appliance saturation, and appliance time-of-use relative probabilities.  

  Figure 2.9 below shows graphically how the appliance startup probability function 

is a combination of residence occupancy and appliance time-of-use curves. The appliance 

saturation is taken into account during the appliances subroutine; the saturation value is 

set to one if the appliance is present in the residence and zero if absent. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Relative probability curves for a generic television. From left to right, 

residential occupancy, appliance time-of-use, and appliance startup probability curves. 
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  For a particular residence, appliance, and hour the appliance startup probability is 

given by: 

𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 = 𝑃𝑟 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘 ∗ 𝑃𝑠(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) ∗ 𝑃𝑎 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘  (3) 

 

where Pstart is the appliance startup probability, Pr is the residence occupancy 

probability, Ps is the appliance saturation, Pa is the appliance time of use probability, i is 

the current residence, j is the current hour, and k is the current appliance. Startup 

probabilities are stored in the residences structure upon computation.  

  The startup curves only define the probability of startup, and not the actual start up 

process. Following startup probability computation, three generic start conditions must be 

satisfied before an appliance can be activated by the power generation subroutine. 

    The appliance startup probability is compared against a random number. If (1) the 

random number is less than the startup probability, (2) the appliance status is checked to 

see whether the appliance is already active. If the appliance is inactive, (3) the appliance 

current start up cycle count is checked to make sure the count does not exceed maximum 

number of allowed cycles.  

  If all start conditions are met, the appliance status is set to active for the current 

time step and future cycle duration.  Note that the miscellaneous appliance load bypasses 

these conditions and is always considered active. 

  Figure 2.10 on page 18 shows appliance activation status as determined from the 

three start conditions described above. The plot was generated using the generic 

television appliance startup probability curve shown in Figure 2.9. In this particular case, 

the television was activated for a total of 6 cycles, three of which occurred during periods 

of higher start probability. 
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Figure 2.10. Startup probability and activation status for a generic television. The upper 

plot shows television startup probability and the bottom plot shows television activation 

status.  

 

2.3.2 Appliance Power Generation 

  If an appliance is active during the current time step, active power values are 

applied using the methodology described in Section 2.1.2. Active power values are 

applied to active appliances, and standby power values are applied to eligible inactive 

appliances.  

2.3.3 Load Management Application 

  If load management is enabled (see the upcoming section 2.4), load management 

strategies are applied to the current time step and load management power values are 

separately generated for later comparison.  
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2.4 Load Management Subroutine 

 The load management subroutine is responsible for monitoring the cost of energy over 

time, and attempting to adjust the residential load shape by applying specific load 

management strategies when certain conditions occur.  

 The three most common types of load management strategies are peak reduction, peak 

shifting, and valley filling strategies. Figure 2.11 below illustrates these concepts: 

 

 

 

Figure 2.11. Peak reduction, peak shifting, and valley filling strategy concepts.  Solid 

lines represent current load profile, dashed lines represent adjusted load profile due to 

load management, and arrows indicate how curves are adjusted by respective load 

management strategy. 

 

  Peak reduction strategies attempt to minimize peak load by directing all controllable 

appliance loads to shut down. Peak shifting strategies attempt to minimize peak load, but 

direct controllable appliances to start again once the peak load time has passed 

(presumably when more generation reserve can be brought online to handle the load).  

 Finally, valley filling strategies attempt to minimize the net cost of energy by directing 

controllable loads to run during low cost periods, and reduce future loading during higher 

cost periods. For a more detailed load management reference, see Gellings [23]. 

 In the simulation, the cost of energy per time step is calculated by multiplying an 

average cost per energy ($/kWh) estimate by the residential energy output (kWh). Since 

each simulation time step is a single hour, the residential energy output per time step is 

just the residential power output multiplied by one hour.  
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 The subroutine compares the cost of energy per time step with predefined upper and 

lower cost boundary conditions. If the cost of energy rises above the upper boundary at a 

given time, peak reduction and peak shifting load strategies are applied.  

 If the cost of energy drops below the lower boundary, valley filling load strategies are 

applied to run controllable appliance loads during the low cost periods.  

 In order to simulate real operating conditions where future loads are unknown, the 

load management strategies are only allowed to operate directly on the current simulation 

time step. They may flag conditions for future logic checks but they may not directly alter 

future load status information.  

2.4.1 Load Management – Peak Reduction 

  The peak reduction strategy algorithm is straightforward. The current cost of 

energy is checked against a user-defined upper limit at the current time step. If the energy 

cost is above the limit, the appliance definition in the residences structure is checked to 

see if the appliance is controllable. If the appliance is controllable, and the maximum 

number of peak reduction attempts has not yet been reached, the appliance is deactivated 

at the current time step.  

  The peak reduction strategy does not attempt to reschedule deactivated loads at a 

later point; they are simply dropped. If aggressive reductions settings are selected, the 

algorithm can substantially reduce the size of the power load curve. However if the 

settings are too aggressive, frequent deactivations may be irritating to the appliance end-

user.  

  To illustrate how the peak reduction strategy works, Figure 2.12 on page 21 shows 

a sample load management subroutine output plot. As the cost of energy crosses the 

upper boundary in the topmost subplot, if the appliance is marked as currently active in 

the middle subplot (for example at t=8, t=10), it is then marked as disabled in the lower 

subplot. 
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Figure 2.12. Peak reduction strategy applied to central air conditioner. The upper plot 

traces the cost of energy vs. time, with the solid horizontal line indicating the upper cost 

boundary. The middle plot shows appliance status vs. time prior to load management. 

The bottom plot shows resulting appliance status after load management has been 

applied. 

    

2.4.2 Load Management – Peak Shifting 

  The peak shifting strategy is similar to the peak reduction strategy. The current cost 

of energy is again checked against a user-defined upper limit. If the energy cost is above 

the limit, the appliance definition structure is checked to see if the device is controllable. 

If the device is controllable and the maximum number of peak shifting attempts has not 

been reached, the appliance is deactivated at the current time step. However, if a load was 

disabled at a given time step it is scheduled to restart at the next available time step.   
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Figure 2.13. Peak shifting strategy applied to central air conditioner. In the upper plot, as 

the cost of energy crosses the boundary at time t=j, if the appliance status is active in the 

middle subplot at t=j, it is deactivated and scheduled to start again at a time t=j+1. In 

some cases, the cost per energy may still be higher than the upper boundary, if this is the 

case at time t=j+1, the appliance is again disabled and rescheduled to start at t=j+2. 

   

  The process illustrated in Figure 2.13 is repeated until either the cost of energy 

drops below the upper boundary, or the maximum number of peak shifting management 

attempts is reached. If the cost of energy remains above the upper boundary for an 

extended period of time, the load managed appliance may be active for significantly less 

time that in the unmanaged case and the corresponding load managed profile power 

output may be substantially reduced. 
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2.4.3 Load Management – Valley Filling 

  The valley filling strategy algorithm is, generally speaking, the inverse of the peak 

reduction strategy algorithm. For the valley filling strategy, the current cost of energy is 

checked against a user-defined lower limit at the current time step. If the energy cost is 

below the lower boundary, it may be more cost effective to run several appliance cycles 

during the lower cost period, and disable future cycles at higher cost periods while at the 

same time attempting to preserve the total number of active cycles per day. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.14. Valley filling strategy applied to central air conditioner. In the upper plot, as 

the cost of energy drops below the threshold at time t=j, a load managed appliance cycle 

is activated at t=j as shown in the bottom plot. At the next time where the energy cost is 

above the boundary, a managed active load is cancelled in an attempt to equalize the total 

number of unmanaged and managed cycles. 
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  In order to allow maximum scheduling flexibility, it is possible for the valley filling 

algorithm to trigger managed appliance activation before unmanaged loads have been 

resolved. However, future load activations cannot be predicted with absolute certainty 

and future time step behavior is blocked by design. 

  These requirements produce the unwanted side effect of having a managed 

appliance occasionally activate to take advantage of low energy cost, only to be unable to 

disable future cycles when energy cost is high. This logic error occurs at maximum once 

per management cycle. Additionally, if managed appliance is preemptively activated 

during the final hours of the day, the simulation current has no method of deleting an 

activation cycle on the following day. 

 

3 Results 

To explore simulation capabilities, a case study of one thousand residences was used to 

approximate a 115 kV transmission line bus load. The simulated case study takes place in 

January 2009. To account for seasonal effects, major cooling loads such as central air 

conditioning and room air conditioning were disabled. 

Select single and multiple residence case study results are presented in the upcoming 

subsections. Case study simulation energy output results were within 5.2% of the 

expected residential UEC energy value derived from the specific appliance compositions 

for each residence in the study. 

3.1 Single Residence Results 

In this subsection, sample appliance, residence, power generation, and load 

management subroutine output results are illustrated for single residences used in the 

substation load case study. 

3.1.1 Appliance Time-of-Use Curves 

  Figure 3.1 on the next page shows appliance time-of-use output results for a 

generic water heater, clothes dryer, clothes washer and dishwasher.  
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Figure 3.1. Relative probability curves for select generic appliances. Upper plot at left is 

the water heater curve, at right clothes dryer. The bottom plot at left shows the clothes 

dryer curve and dishwasher curve at right. 

   

 As expected, the water heater has the highest probability of usage in the morning as 

occupants begin to wake, and a second probability peak in the evening as occupants 

return. The clothes dryer and clothes washers both peak in the morning to mid morning 

range. The dishwasher has the highest probability of use in the evening.  

3.1.2 Residential Occupancy Profiles 

 Figure 3.2 on page 26 shows residential occupancy profiles for three separate 

residences used in the case study. The generated profiles were generated using ATUS 

data for January 2009 to represent occupant behavior during the month of January.  
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Figure 3.2. Residential occupancy profiles for generic residences. Each plot shows an 

occupancy profile for a single residence, representing a generic day during January 2009. 

  

 In general, the profile results are very similar; since identical ATUS values are used 

to generate occupancy patterns for a given month, relative probabilities at each time step 

differ by the random seed value of ±5%. If the seed value is increased beyond ±10%, the 

late evening and early morning relative probabilities begin to disappear, causing 

somewhat erratic results. The seed value should therefore be carefully selected within this 

range to increase variation without adversely affecting time-of-use profiles. 

  Figure 3.3 on page 27 shows how occupancy patterns remain relatively stable from 

month to month. The figure shows generated occupancy patterns for February, July, and 

December 2009 respectively. 
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Figure 3.3. Residence occupancy patterns for select months. Shown from left to right: 

February 2009, July 2009 and December 2009.  

   

  In general, the three curves appear very similar, with peak probabilities that occur 

between 80-90%. It is interesting to note that the occupancy probability is higher during 

the evening for summer months. 

 3.1.3 Appliance Startup Probability, Status, Power 

  Figure 3.4 on the next page shows appliance startup probability, status and power 

output results for a generic room air conditioner and television. 
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Figure 3.4. Power generation subroutine results for select appliances. Upper row plots are 

startup probabilities, middle row plots are active status, and bottom row plots are applied 

power profiles.  

 

  The figure is split into columns, with the room air conditioner at left and television 

at right. The top row shows the startup probability for each appliance. In general, the 

startup probabilities were higher appliance during the evening due to higher residence 

occupancy and appliance time-of-use relative probabilities.  

  The second row shows the appliance activation status determined from the 

conditions described 2.3.1. In this particular case, the room air conditioner was activated 

a total of four times, and the television was activated a total of five times, well within 

maximum cycle activation limits. 

  Finally, the bottom row shows applied power values. The figure shows that active 

power values were successfully applied to both appliances during active periods 

(approximately 0.9 and 0.2 kW for the respective appliances), and standby power output 
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values were applied during inactive periods.  

3.1.4 Aggregate Power Results 

  Figure 3.5 shows appliance power output results for single residence appliances. 

The large 2.8 kW peaks at left are due to the central air conditioner activation; likewise 

the solid row on the far right is caused by the miscellaneous base load of 0.9 kW.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Single residence power output results prior to aggregation. The various bars 

indicate active and standby power output values for appliances present in the residence, 

over the course of 24 hours. 
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  The individual appliance power outputs are summed to form the aggregate (or 

composite) load for the single residence. Figure 3.6 shows the aggregate load profile for 

the same residence as Figure 3.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Single residence power output results post aggregation. The base load is 

approximately 1 kW, with a morning peak around 2.8 kW and an evening peak around 

3.4 kW. 

  

  Numerical results for the single residence are summarized in Table 3.1 on page 31.  
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  The appliance energy consumed is compared against the average energy consumed 

for the total number of residences. In this case, the total number of residences was just 

one so both energy consumption values are 46.7 kWh.  

  The energy consumption is then compared against the RASS UEC expectation 

value for the given residence appliance composition, which was determined to be 47.1 

kWh. Finally, the percent difference between the average energy consumption and the 

RASS energy consumption is calculated. In this case, the average differs by -0.7%. 

3.2 Multiple Residence Results 

Finally, simulation results are presented for the complete one thousand residence case 

study. Aggregate occupancy, appliance time-of-use, and start up probability curves are 

presented, followed by aggregate power. The aggregate power profile is compared 

against available PGE [17] and SCE 2009 load data [18], and the results of the applied 

load management strategies are discussed. 

3.2.1 Aggregate Occupancy, Appliance TOU, and Startup 

Probability 

  Figure 3.7 on page 33 shows aggregate probability curves for the multiple 

residence aggregate loads. 

  Generally speaking, the aggregate occupancy curve is approximately the same 

shape as the single residence case. The aggregate appliance time-of-use curve shows the 

combination of all appliances, and exhibits two distinct peaks around 9:00 AM and 6:00 

PM, generally periods of high appliance usage.   

  Residence occupancy and appliance time- of- use peaks around 6:00 PM are 

responsible for the prominent peak in the appliance startup probability curve.  

The appliance startup probability curve behavior matches up well with general 

expectations of appliance behavior. 
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Figure 3.7. Aggregate multiple residence relative probability curves. The upper left 

column shows aggregate occupancy, the lower left column shows aggregate appliance 

time-of-use, and the larger plot at right shows aggregate startup probabilities. 
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3.2.2 Aggregate Load Profile 

  Figure 3.8 on page 34 shows the aggregate power load profile for all residences.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8. Aggregate multiple residence load profile. The power load peaks around 3.4 

kW and the base load is approximately 1 kW. 

 

  Figure 3.9 on page 35 shows a comparison of the simulated aggregate load profile 

output for January 2009 with actual PGE and SCE load data. Note that the aggregate load 

was normalized to match the utility data. 

  The general shape of the simulated load profile tracks the utility load shapes well, 

except that the normalized base load is somewhat less during the late evening and early 

morning hours. This is possibly due to the way “sleeping” was neglected as an occupant 

activity earlier in the occupancy profile generation, more investigation is needed. 
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Figure 3.9. Aggregate multiple residence load profile vs. utility load data. The upper plot 

is a normalized version of Figure 3.8 The middle plot shows representative PGE utility 

data, and the bottom lot shows SCE utility data.  

 

  Table 3.2 on the next page summarizes the multiple residence study simulation 

output results. Results are again shown for the first ten appliances due to space 

considerations. The full table is available in the appendices. The table shows appliance 

characteristics for a single residence in the study. 

  The table compares results for the single residence with values for the entire 

multiple residence load. The sample residence consumed 54.6 kWh, while the average 

consumption of all 1000 residences was 49.6 kWh. The average energy consumption of 

49.6 kWh was 5.2% percent higher than the expected RASS energy consumption. 
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3.2.3 Applied Load Management Strategies 

  This final subsection highlights results of load management strategies applied to the 

power output results of the full one thousand residence case study. Figure 3.10 below 

shows the application of peak reduction: 

  

 

 

Figure 3.10. Peak reduction strategy load profile output. The upper plot shows the 

unmanaged load profile, with the solid line indicating the cost boundary. The lower plot 

shows the peak reduction load management response. 

 

  In general, the peak reduction strategy was able to respond to peak load periods 

quite well. The net energy cost for the unmanaged load was approximately $5.46, or 

$0.110/kWh. The net energy cost of the peak reduction managed load was $4.22, or 
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$0.11/kWh.  

  Results for the peak shifting algorithm are similarly favorable. The net energy cost 

of the peak shift managed load was $5.06, or $0.110/kWh. Figure 3.11 shows the 

application of peak shifting to the case study load profile: 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Peak shifting strategy load profile output. The upper plot shows the 

unmanaged load profile, with the solid line indicating the cost boundary. The lower plot 

shows the peak shifting load management response. 

 

  Finally, the valley filling strategy was capable of adjusting the load profile but not 

able to reduce the net energy cost. In this particular case study, net energy cost was 

actually increased to $5.60 by the addition of extra appliance cycles while the cost per 

energy remained constant at $0.11/kWh.  
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Figure 3.12. Valley filling strategy load profile output. The upper plot shows the 

unmanaged load profile, with the solid line indicating the cost boundary. The lower plot 

shows the valley filling load management response. 

 

The above figure shows the application of valley shifting to the case study load profile. 

Even though the cost profile appears lower for the managed profile, the valley filling 

strategy was unable to reduce the net cost of energy due to the addition of too many extra 

appliance cycles. 
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4 Conclusion 

This thesis presents the framework development of a residential load and applied load 

management simulation that was used to generate results for a community of one 

thousand residences representing a single phase utility substation load and test the 

effectiveness of three of the most common types of load management strategies.  

The simulated single and multiple appliance load results compare favorably with utility 

data, in the test case, the net energy usage was within 5.2% of the predicted value.  

Two of the three load management strategies were capable of adjusting the load and 

reducing the net energy cost.  

Future work may include the refinement of appliance models to include minute variation 

and detailed appliance behavior. Appliance and residence time-of-use behavior could be 

collected for a desired study area – in this particular study, mixed data sources were used 

to bootstrap the simulation process. Dynamic energy pricing data could be included to 

provide more realistic load management strategy results. Finally, multiple residence 

results could be combined to represent a single load bus in part of a larger, more 

comprehensive utility load flow simulation study. 

Through future simulation expansion, it is hoped that researchers and developers will be 

able to simulate and test the effectiveness of load management strategies on a 

representative load, before engaging in field test studies with residential power 

consumers.  
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%Shaun McArthur 
%mcar@eecs.oregonstate.edu 
%Modified: 5/26/2011 

  
%% RESIDENTIAL LOAD SIMULATION MAIN FILE 
%Clear workspace. 
clear 
clc 

  
%Initialize variables, can be user prompted later. 
num_residences = 1000; %Number of households to generate profiles.  
max_occupants = 5; %Average number of occupants per home, US ave is 4.5 
res_ave_area = 216.46; %m^2, based on 2006 US ave. Find better source!  
num_appliances = 23; %Current number being modeled. 
seed_tus = 0.05; %Random seed factor for TUS 
seed_area = 0.20; %Random seed factor for residence area  
tus_month = 1; %For loading TUS survey in gen_tus, 1 = January, 2 = 

February, etc. 0 loads annual dataset. 

  
%Load management parameters 
cost_per_kw = 0.11; %From PGE 
lower_limit = 0.15; % Cost/kWh 
upper_limit = 0.20; % Cost/kWh 
lm_peak_attempts_max = 3; %Maximum number of allowed LM per appliance 

per day. 
lm_shift_attempts_max = 3; 
lm_valley_attempts_max = 3; 

  
%Boolean control flags 
load_management = 1; 
suppress_cooling = 1; 
suppress_heating = 0; 

  
tic 
%% Generate TUS data results, organized by month 
%This script has been lost, need to find and reuse! 
%run gen_tus; 

  
%% Load sim data files 
run scripts/select_data; 

  
%% Compute TUS Hour Averages 
%Compute average monthly hourly relative probability from minute 

probabilities. May change this approach later. 
run scripts/gen_hourly; 

  
%% Generate Appliances Struct 
%load data/appliance_master.mat 
load data/appdata.mat; 
run scripts/gen_appliances; 
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%% Generate Residences Struct 
run scripts/gen_residences; 

  
%% Load Results 
load data/appliances.mat 
load data/residences.mat 

  
%% Generate Load Profile 
run scripts/gen_power; 

  
%% Residential Load Output Analysis 
run scripts/gen_analysis; 

  
toc 

 
%Shaun McArthur 
%mcar@eecs.oregonstate.edu 
%Modified: 5/8/2011 

  
%Average relative probability script 

  
runningsum = 0; 
icount = 0; 
averelative = zeros(1,24); 

  
findmax = max(relative); 

  
for i = 1:1441 

  
    runningsum =  runningsum + relative(1,i)/findmax; 

     
    if mod(i,60) == 0 
        icount = icount + 1; 
        averelative(1,icount) = runningsum/60; 
        runningsum = 0; 
    end 

     

     
end 

  
%save ('averelative.mat','averelative'); 

 

 
%Shaun McArthur 
%mcar@eecs.oregonstate.edu 
%Modified: 5/8/2011 

  
%% select_data.m 
%This simple script will select the correct sim data, by month. 
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switch tus_month 
    case 0 %Load annual data set 
        tusjan = load('../data/tus2009/janrelative.mat'); 
        tusfeb = load('../data/tus2009/febrelative.mat'); 
        tusmar = load('../data/tus2009/marrelative.mat'); 
        tusapr = load('../data/tus2009/aprrelative.mat'); 
        tusmay = load('../data/tus2009/mayrelative.mat'); 
        tusjun = load('../data/tus2009/junrelative.mat'); 
        tusjul = load('../data/tus2009/julrelative.mat'); 
        tusaug = load('../data/tus2009/augrelative.mat'); 
        tussep = load('../data/tus2009/seprelative.mat'); 
        tusoct = load('../data/tus2009/octrelative.mat'); 
        tusnov = load('../data/tus2009/novrelative.mat'); 
        tusdec = load('../data/tus2009/decrelative.mat'); 
        relative = (tusjan.relative + tusfeb.relative + tusmar.relative 

+ tusapr.relative + tusmay.relative + tusjun.relative + tusjul.relative 

+ tusaug.relative + tussep.relative + tusoct.relative + tusnov.relative 

+ tusdec.relative)/12; 
        load ../data/sce2009/sce2009.mat; 
        load ../data/pge2009/pge2009.mat;     
    case 1 
        load ../data/tus2009/janrelative.mat; 
        load ../data/sce2009/sce2009jan.mat; 
        load ../data/pge2009/pge2009jan.mat;    
    case 2 
        load ../data/tus2009/febrelative.mat; 
        load ../data/sce2009/sce2009feb.mat; 
        load ../data/pge2009/pge2009feb.mat;    
    case 3 
        load ../data/tus2009/marrelative.mat; 
        load ../data/sce2009/sce2009mar.mat; 
        load ../data/pge2009/pge2009mar.mat;  
    case 4 
        load ../data/tus2009/aprrelative.mat; 
        load ../data/sce2009/sce2009apr.mat; 
        load ../data/pge2009/pge2009apr.mat;  
    case 5 
        load ../data/tus2009/mayrelative.mat; 
        load ../data/sce2009/sce2009may.mat; 
        load ../data/pge2009/pge2009may.mat;  
    case 6 
        load ../data/tus2009/junrelative.mat; 
        load ../data/sce2009/sce2009jun.mat; 
        load ../data/pge2009/pge2009jun.mat;  
    case 7 
        load ../data/tus2009/julrelative.mat; 
        load ../data/sce2009/sce2009jul.mat; 
        load ../data/pge2009/pge2009jul.mat;  
    case 8 
        load ../data/tus2009/augrelative.mat; 
        load ../data/sce2009/sce2009aug.mat; 
        load ../data/pge2009/pge2009aug.mat;  
    case 9 
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        load ../data/tus2009/seprelative.mat; 
        load ../data/sce2009/sce2009sep.mat; 
        load ../data/pge2009/pge2009sep.mat;  
    case 10 
        load ../data/tus2009/octrelative.mat; 
        load ../data/sce2009/sce2009oct.mat; 
        load ../data/pge2009/pge2009oct.mat;  
    case 11 
        load ../data/tus2009/novrelative.mat; 
        load ../data/sce2009/sce2009nov.mat; 
        load ../data/pge2009/pge2009nov.mat;  
    case 12 
        load ../data/tus2009/decrelative.mat; 
        load ../data/sce2009/sce2009dec.mat; 
        load ../data/pge2009/pge2009dec.mat;  
end 
 
%Shaun McArthur 
%mcar@eecs.oregonstate.edu 
%Modified: 5/8/2011 

  
%% gen_appliances.m 
%Appliance data must be stored in a specific format 
%Returns appliance results in struct format, ie., appliances.app1, 

app2, 
%etc. 

  
for i = 1:size(appdata,1) 

    
     i_string = int2str(i); 

      
     app_name = appname(i,1); 
     app_uec = appdata(i,1); 
     app_sat = appdata(i,2); 
     app_power_active = appdata(i,3); 
     app_power_standby = appdata(i,4); 
     app_cycle_length = appdata(i,5); 
     app_cycle_max = appdata(i,6); 
     app_maxkwh = appdata(i,7); 
     app_avekwh = appdata(i,8); 
     app_control_flag = appdata(i,9); 
     app_delay = appdata(i,10); 
     app_tus = appdata(i,11:34); 

     

  
     a = ['appliances.app' i_string 

'=struct(''name'',app_name,''app_uec'',app_uec,''sat'',app_sat,''app_ma

xkwh'',app_maxkwh,''app_avekwh'',app_avekwh,''app_control_flag'',app_co

ntrol_flag,''app_delay'',app_delay,''cycle_length'',app_cycle_length,''

cycle_max'',app_cycle_max,''power_active'',app_power_active,''power_sta

ndby'',app_power_standby,''tus'',app_tus);']; 
     eval(a); 
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end 

  
save ('../data/appliances.mat','appliances'); 

 
%Shaun McArthur 
%mcar@eecs.oregonstate.edu 
%Modified: 5/8/2011 

  
%% gen_residences.m 
%Returns residence results in struct format, residences.res1, .res2, 

.res3, etc. 

  
for i = 1:num_residences 

  
    i_string = int2str(i); 

     
    %Generate random number of occupants. 
    randomize = (max_occupants - 1)*rand(1,100)+1; 
    res_num = round(randomize(1,1)); 

        
    %Generate pseudorandom TUS profile based on monthly statistics. 
    %Occupancy at each hour differs from statistical profile by an 

arbitrary +/- seed_tus. 
    res_relative = zeros(1,24); 
    for j = 1:24 

         
        randomize = seed_tus*rand(1,100); 

         
        if rand >= 0.5 %Random +/- sign 
            res_relative(1,j) = averelative(1,j) + randomize(1,1); 
        else 
            res_relative(1,j) = averelative(1,j) - randomize(1,1); 

             
            %Check to make sure probability results are bounded between 

0-1 
            if res_relative(1,j) <= 0 
                res_relative(1,j) = 0; 
            end 

             
            if res_relative(1,j) >= 1 
                res_relative(1,j) = 1; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    res_tus = res_relative; 

     
    %Generate pseudorandom household area within arbitrary +/- 

seed_area 
    randomize = seed_area*rand(1,100); 
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    if rand >= 0.5 %Random +/- sign 
        res_area = res_ave_area + randomize(1,1)*res_ave_area; %m^2 
    else 
       res_area = res_ave_area - randomize(1,1)*res_ave_area; 

        
       %Check to make sure area results are non-negative. 
       if res_area <= 0 
           res_area = 0; 
           fprintf('Error: Negative area generated! Initial 

res_ave_area value is too small\n Change and rerun simulation.\n'); 
           error_flag = 1; 
           break; 
       end 
    end 

     

      
    %Generate zero place holder for household aggregate power 

information 
    res_power = zeros(1,24); 

     
    %Store data in struct format, 1 per household. 
    b = ['residences.res' i_string 

'=struct(''occupants'',res_num,''tus'',res_tus,''area'',res_area,''powe

r'',res_power,''lm_power1'',res_power,''lm_power2'',res_power,''lm_powe

r3'',res_power);']; 
    eval(b); 

      

         
    %Generate random appliance makeup. 
    for j = 1:size(appdata,1) 

       
       j_string = int2str(j); 

        
       %Calculate if appliance is present or not by comparing to random 

number. 
       %Returns 0 = not present, 1 = present  
       c = ['appliances.app' j_string '.sat']; 
       sat_value = eval(c); 

        
       rand_num = rand; 
       %fprintf('App %g saturation: %g \n',j,sat_value); 
       %fprintf('Random number: %g \n',rand_num); 
       if rand_num <= sat_value 

            
           d = ['residences.res' int2str(i) '.app' j_string 

'.present=1;']; 
           eval(d); 
       else 
           d = ['residences.res' int2str(i) '.app' j_string 

'.present=0;']; 
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           eval(d); 
       end 

        
       %Set up place holder for future individual appliance start and 

power 
       %information. 
       e = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' j_string '.name = 

appliances.app' j_string '.name;']; 
       f = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' j_string 

'.start=zeros(1,24);']; 
       g = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' j_string 

'.status=zeros(1,24);']; 
       h = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' j_string 

'.power=zeros(1,24);']; 

        
       ff = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' j_string 

'.lm_start=zeros(1,24);']; 
       gg = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' j_string 

'.lm_status1=zeros(1,24);']; 
       hh = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' j_string 

'.lm_status2=zeros(1,24);']; 
       ii = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' j_string 

'.lm_status3=zeros(1,24);']; 
       jj = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' j_string 

'.lm_power1=zeros(1,24);']; 
       kk = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' j_string 

'.lm_power2=zeros(1,24);']; 
       ll = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' j_string 

'.lm_power3=zeros(1,24);']; 
       mm = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' j_string 

'.lm_peak_attempts = 0;']; 
       nn = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' j_string 

'.lm_shift_attempts = 0;']; 
       oo = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' j_string 

'.lm_valley_attempts = 0;']; 

        
       eval(e); 
       eval(f); 
       eval(g); 
       eval(h); 
       eval(ff); 
       eval(gg); 
       eval(hh); 
       eval(ii); 
       eval(jj); 
       eval(kk); 
       eval(ll); 
       eval(mm); 
       eval(nn); 
       eval(oo); 

        
    end 
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end 

  
save ('../data/residences.mat','residences'); 
 
%Shaun McArthur 
%mcar@eecs.oregonstate.edu 
%Modified: 5/21/2011 

  
%% gen_power.m 
%This script will calculate power by running an hourly subroutine and 

applying 
%a load management subroutine, if enabled. 

  
num_appliances = size(appdata,1); 

  
for i = 1:num_residences  

        
    i_string = int2str(i); 

     
    app_start_prob = zeros(num_appliances,24); 
    app_status = zeros(num_appliances,24);  
    app_power = zeros(num_appliances,24); 
    app_cycle_counter = zeros(num_appliances,1); 
    cost_per_1h = zeros(1,24); 
    lm_status1 = zeros(num_appliances,24); 
    lm_status2 = zeros(num_appliances,24); 
    lm_status3 = zeros(num_appliances,24); 
    lm_toggle1 = zeros(num_appliances,24); 
    lm_toggle2 = zeros(num_appliances,24); 
    lm_toggle3 = zeros(num_appliances,24); 
    lm_app_power1 = zeros(num_appliances,24); 
    lm_app_power2 = zeros(num_appliances,24); 
    lm_app_power3 = zeros(num_appliances,24); 
    lm_peak_attempts = zeros(24,1); 
    lm_shift_attempts = zeros(24,1); 
    lm_valley_attempts = zeros(24,1); 
    lm_valley_attempts_deleted = zeros(24,1); 

     
    for j=1:24 

         
       j_string = int2str(j); 

        
       lm_peak_run  = 0; %Reset peak run flag every jth step. 
       net_power_1h = 0; %To be calculated in gen_power_1h 
       lm_valley_power_1h = 0; 

        
       for k = 1:num_appliances 
           k_string = int2str(k); 

            
           %Calculate power for jth time step, for each appliance 
           run gen_power_1h;        
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       end 

        
       %At this point, for the first run through I should have an array 

of (k,j=1) 

        
       %If enabled, run load management. Load management subroutine is 
       %completely separate from the regular power generation output. 
       if(load_management == 1) 

            
          cost_per_1h(1,j) = cost_per_kw * net_power_1h; %Current 

unmanaged aggregate cost 

           
          for k = 1:num_appliances 

           
            k_string = int2str(k); 

             
            aa = ['lm_status1(k,j) = residences.res' i_string '.app' 

k_string '.status(1,j);']; %Peak 
            bb = ['lm_status2(k,j) = residences.res' i_string '.app' 

k_string '.status(1,j);']; %Shift 
            cc = ['lm_status3(k,j) = residences.res' i_string '.app' 

k_string '.status(1,j);']; %Valley 
            dd = ['lm_app_name = residences.res' i_string '.app' 

k_string '.name;']; 
            ee = ['lm_app_control_flag = appliances.app' k_string 

'.app_control_flag;']; 
            ff = ['lm_app_delay = appliances.app' k_string 

'.app_delay;']; 
            gg = ['lm_app_cycle_max = appliances.app' k_string 

'.cycle_max;']; 
            hh = ['lm_app_present = residences.res' i_string '.app' 

k_string '.present;']; 
            eval(aa); 
            eval(bb); 
            eval(cc); 
            eval(dd); 
            eval(ee); 
            eval(ff); 
            eval(gg); 
            eval(hh); 

                         
            run lm_peak; 
            run gen_power_peak; 

             
            if(lm_toggle2(k,j) == 1) 
               lm_status2(k,j) = 1; 
            end 

           
            run lm_shift; 
            run gen_power_shift; 
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            run lm_valley; 
            run gen_power_valley; 

         
          end 
       end %End load management  
  end %End hourly /jth step 
end %End residences /ith step 
 
%Shaun McArthur 
%mcar@eecs.oregonstate.edu 
%Modified: 5/21/2011 

  
%% gen_power_1h.m 
%This script will calculate hourly appliance start probabilities and 

power output from hour to hour. 

     
a = ['res_app_name = residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string 

'.name;']; 
eval(a); 

         
%Cooling appliances: central AC, room AC, evap cooling 
if suppress_cooling == 1  
    if strcmp(res_app_name,'Central AC') || strcmp(res_app_name,'Room 

AC') || strcmp(res_app_name,'Evap Cooling') 
        b = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string '.sat = 0;']; 
        c = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string '.uec = 0;']; 
        eval(b); 
        eval(c); 
    end             
end 

         
%Heating appliances: space heating, heat pump heating, portable heater, 

furnace fan 
if suppress_heating == 1 
    if strcmp(res_app_name,'Space Heating') || 

strcmp(res_app_name,'Heat Pump Heating') || 

strcmp(res_app_name,'Portable Heater') || strcmp(res_app_name,'Furnace 

Fan') 
        bc = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string '.sat = 0;']; 
        cd = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string '.uec = 0;']; 
        eval(bc); 
        eval(cd); 
    end 
end 

          
%Compute individual appliance start probability for current hour. 
a = ['app_start_prob(k,j) = residences.res' i_string 

'.tus(1,j)*residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string 

'.present*appliances.app' k_string '.tus(1,j);']; 
eval(a); 
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%Extract cycle length, max cycle, active and standby power information 

from appliances struct 
b = ['app_name = appliances.app' k_string '.name;']; 
c = ['app_cycle_length = appliances.app' k_string '.cycle_length;']; 
d = ['app_cycle_max = appliances.app' k_string '.cycle_max;']; 
e = ['app_power_active = appliances.app' k_string '.power_active;']; 
f = ['app_power_standby = appliances.app' k_string '.power_standby;']; 
g = ['app_present = residences.res1.app' k_string '.present;']; 
eval(b); 
eval(c); 
eval(d); 
eval(e); 
eval(f); 
eval(g); 

            
%Compare random number to start probability for current hour.  
random_num = rand; 

     
%Misc power profile is always started on the first iteration, 
%bypassing probability calculation. 
if (j == 1) 
    if ((random_num <= app_start_prob(k,j)) && (app_status(k,j) ~= 1) 

&& (app_cycle_counter(k,1) < app_cycle_max)) || strcmp(app_name,'Misc') 
        app_status(k,j) = 1; 
        app_power(k,j) = app_power_active; 
        app_cycle_counter(k,1) = app_cycle_counter(k,1) + 1; 

                      
        %Update activity and power consumption for cycle duration, 

marking 
        %1 for a device in use and applying appliance power 

consumption. 
        if app_cycle_length > 1 
            for l = 1:(app_cycle_length-1) 
                if(j+l) <= 24 %Must be marked within 24 hour interval. 
                    app_status(k,j+l) = 1; 
                    app_power(k,j+l) = app_power_active; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
else 
    if ((random_num <= app_start_prob(k,j)) && (app_status(k,j) ~= 1) 

&& (app_cycle_counter(k,1) < app_cycle_max)) || strcmp(app_name,'Misc') 
        app_status(k,j) = 1; 
        app_power(k,j) = app_power_active; 
        app_cycle_counter(k,1) = app_cycle_counter(k,1) + 1; 

                      
        %Update activity and power consumption for cycle duration, 

marking 
        %1 for a device in use and applying appliance power 

consumption. 
        if app_cycle_length > 1 
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            for l = 1:(app_cycle_length-1) 
                if(j+l) <= 24 %Must be marked within 24 hour interval. 
                    app_status(k,j+l) = 1; 
                    app_power(k,j+l) = app_power_active; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 

            
%Apply standby power values to devices that consume even when turned 
%off, if device is present. 
if (app_present == 1)           
    if (app_power(k,j) == 0) && (app_power_standby ~= 0) 
        app_power(k,j) = app_power_standby; 
    end 
end 

           
%Save current appliance start probability, status and power data to 

struct. 
l = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string '.start(1,j) = 

app_start_prob(k,j);']; 
m = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string '.status(1,j) = 

app_status(k,j);']; 
n = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string '.power(1,j) = 

app_power(k,j);']; 
eval(l); 
eval(m); 
eval(n); 

     
%Store sum of hourly power output for load management check. 
net_power_1h = net_power_1h + app_power(k,j);   
 
%Shaun McArthur 
%mcar@eecs.oregonstate.edu 
%Modified: 5/21/2011 

  
%% lm_peak.m 
%This script will perform load management objectives for peak shedding 

          
%Objectives: 
%1) If the net cost crosses an upper limit condition, signal every 
%active, controllable device to shut down.  
%2) Devices should resume normal operation after peak event is passed. 
%3) Each device may only be shut down a limited number of times to 

avoid 
%   erratic switching behavior. 
%4) Algorithm may not know future time step information. 

  
%Check peak shedding condition 
if (cost_per_1h(1,j) >= upper_limit) 
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    if (strcmp(lm_app_name,'Misc') == 0) %Do not perform load 

management for misc load. 
       %Check to see if appliance is controllable and appliance shift 

maximum has not been exceeded. 
       if (lm_app_control_flag == 1) && (lm_peak_attempts(k,1) < 

lm_peak_attempts_max) 
           %Check to see if device is currently active at time j. 
           if (lm_status1(k,j) == 1) 
               lm_status1(k,j) = 0; 

                                                         
               lm_peak_attempts(k,1) = lm_peak_attempts(k,1) + 1; 

                            
               %Debug 
               %fprintf('Peak shedding activated for Residence %g App 

%g %s at time %g\n',i,k,lm_app_name,j); 
           end 
      end 
   end 
end 

  
ff = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string '.lm_status1(1,j) = 

lm_status1(k,j);']; 
eval(ff); 

  

 
%Shaun McArthur 
%mcar@eecs.oregonstate.edu 
%Modified: 5/21/2011 

  
%% lm_shift.m 
%This script will perform load management objective: peak shifting 

          
%Objectives: 
%1) If the net cost crosses an upper limit condition, signal every 
%active, controllable device to shut down.  
%2) If a device is shut down, it will be started again within an hour 
%regardless of start probability. 
%3) Devices should resume normal operation after peak event is passed. 
%4) Each device may only be shut down a limited number of times to 

avoid 
%   erratic switching behavior. 
%5) Algorithm may not know future time step information. 

  
%Check peak shedding condition 
if (cost_per_1h(1,j) >= upper_limit) 
    if (strcmp(lm_app_name,'Misc') == 0)  
       %Check to see if appliance is controllable and appliance shift 

maximum has not been exceeded. 
       if (lm_app_control_flag == 1) && (lm_shift_attempts(k,1) < 

lm_shift_attempts_max) 
           %Check to see if device is currently active at time j. 
           if (lm_status2(k,j) == 1) 
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               lm_status2(k,j) = 0; 

                             
               if(j+1) <= 24 
               lm_toggle2(k,j+1) = 1; 
               end 

                             
               lm_shift_attempts(k,1) = lm_shift_attempts(k,1) + 1; 

                            
               %Debug 
               %fprintf('Peak shifting activated for Residence %g App 

%g %s at time %g\n',i,k,lm_app_name,j); 
           end 
      end 
   end 
end 

  
ff = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string '.lm_status2(1,j) = 

lm_status2(k,j);']; 
eval(ff); 

 
%Shaun McArthur 
%mcar@eecs.oregonstate.edu 
%Modified: 5/21/2011 

  
%% lm_valley.m 
%This script will perform load management objective: valley filling 

  
%Check peak shedding condition 
if (cost_per_1h(1,j) <= lower_limit) 
    if (strcmp(lm_app_name,'Misc') == 0)  
        %Check to see if appliance is controllable and appliance shift 

maximum has not been exceeded. 
            if (lm_app_control_flag == 1) && (lm_valley_attempts(k,1) 

<= lm_valley_attempts_max) && (lm_valley_attempts(k,1) <= 

lm_app_cycle_max) && (lm_app_present == 1) && (j ~=24)  

                                 
                %Get app_status sum 
                appstatus_sum = sum(app_status(k,:)); 

                 
                if((lm_status3(k,j) == 0) && (lm_valley_attempts(k,1) < 

appstatus_sum) && (lm_app_cycle_max - appstatus_sum >= 1)) || 

((lm_status3(k,j) == 0) && (lm_valley_attempts(k,1) == 0) && 

(lm_app_cycle_max ~= 1)) 
                        lm_status3(k,j) = 1; 
                        lm_toggle3(k,j) = 1; 
                        lm_valley_attempts(k,1) = 

lm_valley_attempts(k,1) + 1;                    
                end 
            end 
    end 
end 
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e = ['app_power_active = appliances.app' k_string '.power_active;']; 
f = ['app_power_standby = appliances.app' k_string '.power_standby;']; 
g = ['app_present = residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string 

'.present;']; 
eval(e); 
eval(f); 
eval(g); 
 
%Shaun McArthur 
%mcar@eecs.oregonstate.edu 
%Modified: 5/21/2011 

  
%% gen_power_peak.m 
%This script will calculate hourly appliance start probabilities and 

power output from hour to hour 
%for load management cycles. 

                       
e = ['app_power_active = appliances.app' k_string '.power_active;']; 
f = ['app_power_standby = appliances.app' k_string '.power_standby;']; 
g = ['app_present = residences.res1.app' k_string '.present;']; 
eval(e); 
eval(f); 
eval(g); 

           
if(lm_status1(k,j) == 1)  
    lm_app_power1(k,j) = app_power_active; 
end 

            
if (app_present == 1)           
    if (lm_app_power1(k,j) == 0) && (app_power_standby ~= 0) 
        lm_app_power1(k,j) = app_power_standby; 
    end 
end 

           
n = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string '.lm_power1(1,j) = 

lm_app_power1(k,j);']; 
eval(n); 

                      
     %Shaun McArthur 
%mcar@eecs.oregonstate.edu 
%Modified: 5/21/2011 

  
%% gen_power_shift.m 
%This script will calculate hourly appliance start probabilities and 

power output from hour to hour 
%for load management cycles. 

                       
e = ['app_power_active = appliances.app' k_string '.power_active;']; 
f = ['app_power_standby = appliances.app' k_string '.power_standby;']; 
g = ['app_present = residences.res1.app' k_string '.present;']; 
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eval(e); 
eval(f); 
eval(g); 

           
if(lm_status2(k,j) == 1)  
    lm_app_power2(k,j) = app_power_active; 
end 

            
if (app_present == 1)           
    if (lm_app_power2(k,j) == 0) && (app_power_standby ~= 0) 
        lm_app_power2(k,j) = app_power_standby; 
    end 
end 

           
n = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string '.lm_power2(1,j) = 

lm_app_power2(k,j);']; 
eval(n); 

                      

 
%Shaun McArthur 
%mcar@eecs.oregonstate.edu 
%Modified: 5/21/2011 

  
%% gen_power_valley.m 
%This script will calculate hourly appliance start probabilities and 

power output from hour to hour 
%for load management cycles. 

  
if (lm_status3(k,j) == 0) 
   lm_app_power3(k,j) = 0;  
end 

  
if(lm_status3(k,j) == 1) && (lm_toggle3(k,j) == 1)%Only toggled if 

device LM activated 
         lm_app_power3(k,j) = app_power_active; 
end 

  
if(lm_status3(k,j) == 1) && (lm_toggle3(k,j) == 0)  
    lm_app_power3(k,j) = app_power_active; 
end 

  
if (lm_app_present == 1)           
    if (lm_app_power3(k,j) == 0) && (app_power_standby ~= 0) 
        lm_app_power3(k,j) = app_power_standby; 
    end 
end 

           
%Attempt to remove excess power generated during periods of higher 

cost. 
if (cost_per_1h(1,j) >= (lower_limit*0.1 + lower_limit)) 
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if (app_status(k,j) == 1) && (lm_status3(k,j) == 1) && 

(lm_valley_attempts(k,1) > 0) 
        if(lm_valley_attempts(k,1) > lm_valley_attempts_deleted(k,1)) 
            lm_status3(k,j) = 0; 
            lm_app_power3(k,j) = 0; 
            lm_valley_attempts_deleted(k,1) = 

lm_valley_attempts_deleted(k,1) + 1; 

             
            %fprintf('Deleted cycle for Res %g App %g %s at hour 

%g\n',i,k,lm_app_name,j); 

             
        end 
end 

     
end 

  
m = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string '.lm_status3(1,j) = 

lm_status3(k,j);']; 
n = ['residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string '.lm_power3(1,j) = 

lm_app_power3(k,j);']; 
eval(m); 
eval(n); 

                      
lm_valley_power_1h = lm_valley_power_1h + lm_app_power3(k,j);     
 
%Shaun McArthur 
%mcar@eecs.oregonstate.edu 
%Modified: 5/8/2011 

  
%% gen_analysis.m 

  
%% Calculate Numeric 

  
net_power = zeros(num_residences,24); 
lm_net_power1 = zeros(num_residences,24); 
lm_net_power2 = zeros(num_residences,24); 
lm_net_power3 = zeros(num_residences,24); 

  
uec_sum = 0; 

  
for i = 1:num_residences 

  
    i_string = int2str(i); 

     
    for k = 1:num_appliances 

       
        k_string = int2str(k); 

         
        a = ['net_app_power = residences.res' i_string '.app' k_string 

'.power;']; 
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        eval(a);    

         
        %Calculate UEC for first iteration only. 
        if(i == 1) 
            b = ['net_uec = appliances.app' k_string '.app_uec;']; 
            eval(b); 
            uec_sum = uec_sum + net_uec; 
        end 

         
        %Load management for comparison 
        c = ['net_lm_app_power1 = residences.res' i_string '.app' 

k_string '.lm_power1;']; 
        eval(c); 
        d = ['net_lm_app_power2 = residences.res' i_string '.app' 

k_string '.lm_power2;']; 
        eval(d); 
        e = ['net_lm_app_power3 = residences.res' i_string '.app' 

k_string '.lm_power3;']; 
        eval(e); 

         
        for j=1:24 
            net_power(i,j) = net_power(i,j) + net_app_power(1,j); 
            lm_net_power1(i,j) = lm_net_power1(i,j) + 

net_lm_app_power1(1,j); 
            lm_net_power2(i,j) = lm_net_power2(i,j) + 

net_lm_app_power2(1,j); 
            lm_net_power3(i,j) = lm_net_power3(i,j) + 

net_lm_app_power3(1,j); 
        end 
    end 

  
end 

  
%% Output Numeric Results 

  
%Generate strings for table output; 

  
format_string = '%5.2f %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f 

%5.2f %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f %5.2f 

%5.2f %5.2f'; 
format_app_num = 

'1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23'; 
format_app_active = '';  
format_app_standby = '';  
format_app_hours = '';  
format_total_energy = '';  
format_max = ''; 
format_app_uec = ''; 

  

  
for i = 1:num_appliances 
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    if i~=num_appliances 
        format0 = ['format_app_active = 

strcat(format_app_active,''appliances.app' int2str(i) 

'.power_active,'');']; 
        format1 = ['format_app_standby = 

strcat(format_app_standby,''appliances.app' int2str(i) 

'.power_standby,'');']; 
        format2 = ['format_app_hours = 

strcat(format_app_hours,''sum(residences.res1.app' int2str(i) 

'.status),'');']; 
        format3 = ['format_total_energy = 

strcat(format_total_energy,''sum(residences.res1.app' int2str(i) 

'.power),'');'];  
        format4 = ['format_max = strcat(format_max,''appliances.app' 

int2str(i) '.app_maxkwh,'');']; 

    
        eval(format0); 
        eval(format1); 
        eval(format2); 
        eval(format3); 
        eval(format4); 

         
    else 
        format0 = ['format_app_active = 

strcat(format_app_active,''appliances.app' int2str(i) 

'.power_active'');']; 
        format1 = ['format_app_standby = 

strcat(format_app_standby,''appliances.app' int2str(i) 

'.power_standby'');']; 
        format2 = ['format_app_hours = 

strcat(format_app_hours,''sum(residences.res1.app' int2str(i) 

'.status)'');']; 
        format3 = ['format_total_energy = 

strcat(format_total_energy,''sum(residences.res1.app' int2str(i) 

'.power)'');'];  
        format4 = ['format_max = strcat(format_max,''appliances.app' 

int2str(i) '.app_maxkwh'');']; 

         
        eval(format0); 
        eval(format1); 
        eval(format2); 
        eval(format3); 
        eval(format4); 

  
    end 

     
end 

  
fprintf('Details for Residence 1\n'); 
fprintf('------------------------------------------\n'); 
fprintf('Occupants: %g\n',residences.res1.occupants); 
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fprintf('House Area: %g\n\n',residences.res1.area); 
format5 = ['fprintf(''App Number:                  ' format_string 

'\n'',' format_app_num ');']; 
eval(format5); 
format6 = ['fprintf(''Active Power (kW):           ' format_string 

'\n'',' format_app_active ');']; 
eval(format6); 
format7 = ['fprintf(''Standby Power (kW):          ' format_string 

'\n'',' format_app_standby ');']; 
eval(format7); 
format8 = ['fprintf(''Hours Active:                ' format_string 

'\n'',' format_app_hours ');']; 
eval(format8); 
format9 = ['fprintf(''Energy Consumption (kWh):    ' format_string 

'\n'',' format_total_energy ');']; 
eval(format9); 
format10 = ['fprintf(''Max Consumption (kWh):       ' format_string 

'\n'',' format_max ');']; 
eval(format10); 

  
total = sum(sum(net_power)); 

  
fprintf('\nResidence 1 energy consumed: %g kWh\n',sum(net_power(1,:))); 
fprintf('Average energy consumed for %g residences: %g 

kWh\n',num_residences,total/num_residences); 
fprintf('RASS UEC energy consumed: %g kWh\n',uec_sum/365); 
fprintf('Energy consumption difference: %g 

%%\n\n',((total/num_residences-

(uec_sum/365))/(total/num_residences))*100); 

  

  
%% Plot Desired Results 

  
sce_aggregate = sum(scedata,1); 
sce_aggregate = sce_aggregate/max(sce_aggregate); 

  
my_aggregate = sum(net_power,1); 
my_aggregate2 = my_aggregate/num_residences; %Unnormalized for LM 

comparison. 
my_aggregate = my_aggregate/max(my_aggregate); 

  
pge_aggregate = sum(pgedata,1); 
pge_aggregate = pge_aggregate/max(pge_aggregate); 

  
lm_aggregate1 = sum(lm_net_power1,1); 
lm_aggregate1 = lm_aggregate1/num_residences; 
lm_aggregate2 = sum(lm_net_power2,1); 
lm_aggregate2 = lm_aggregate2/num_residences; 
lm_aggregate3 = sum(lm_net_power3,1); 
lm_aggregate3 = lm_aggregate3/num_residences; 
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net_tus = zeros(num_appliances,24); 
net_start = zeros(num_appliances,24); 

  
for i=1:num_appliances    
       z = ['app_tus = appliances.app' int2str(i) '.tus;']; 
       eval(z); 
       zz = ['app_start = residences.res1.app' int2str(i) '.start;']; 
       eval(zz); 

        
      net_tus(i,:) = app_tus(1,:);   
      net_start(i,:) = app_start(1,:); 
end 

  
%Plot Occupancy, Appliance Tus, and Startup Profiles 
figure 
subplot(2,2,1) 
bar(residences.res1.tus/max(residences.res1.tus)); 
xlabel('Time [hours]'); 
ylabel('Sample Occupant TUS Relative Prob.') 
subplot(2,2,3) 
bar(sum(net_tus,1)/max(sum(net_tus,1))); 
xlabel('Time [hours]'); 
ylabel('Aggregate Appliance TUS Relative Prob.'); 
subplot(2,2,[2 4]) 
bar(sum(net_start,1)/max(sum(net_start,1))); 
xlabel('Time [hours]'); 
ylabel('Aggregate Appliance Startup Prob.'); 

  
%Plot aggregate loads for comparison: original, PGE, SCE, Lm Peak, Lm 
%Valley 
figure 
subplot(3,1,1) 
bar(my_aggregate) 
xlabel('Time [hours]'); 
ylabel('Normalized Power'); 
subplot(3,1,2) 
bar(pge_aggregate) 
xlabel('Time [hours]'); 
ylabel('Normalized Power'); 
subplot(3,1,3) 
bar(sce_aggregate) 
xlabel('Time [hours]'); 
ylabel('Normalized Power'); 

  

  
%Generate plot of Original vs. Lm Peak and Original vs. Lm Valley 
original = cost_per_kw * my_aggregate2; 
peak_mod = cost_per_kw*lm_aggregate1; 
shift_mod = cost_per_kw*lm_aggregate2; 
valley_mod = cost_per_kw*lm_aggregate3; 
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fprintf('Net power use for unmanaged case: %g 

kWh\n',sum(my_aggregate2)); 
fprintf('Net cost for unmanaged case: $%g\n',sum(original)); 
fprintf('Net power use for peak shedding case: %g 

kWh\n',sum(lm_aggregate1)); 
fprintf('Net cost for peak shedding case: $%g\n',sum(peak_mod)); 
fprintf('Net power use for peak shifting case: %g 

kWh\n',sum(lm_aggregate2)); 
fprintf('Net cost for peak_shifting case: $%g\n',sum(shift_mod)); 
fprintf('Net power use for valley filling case: %g 

kWh\n',sum(lm_aggregate3)); 
fprintf('Net cost for valley filling case: $%g\n\n',sum(valley_mod)); 

  

  
low_lim_vec(1:24) = lower_limit; 
up_lim_vec(1:24) = upper_limit; 

  
timescale = (1:24); 

  
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(timescale,original,timescale,up_lim_vec); 
xlabel('Time [hours]'); 
ylabel('Cost[$]'); 
title('Unmanaged Load Profile'); 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(timescale,peak_mod,timescale,up_lim_vec); 
xlabel('Time [hours]'); 
ylabel('Cost[$]'); 
title('LM: Peak Reduction Profile'); 

  
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(timescale,original,timescale,up_lim_vec); 
xlabel('Time [hours]'); 
ylabel('Cost[$]'); 
title('Unmanaged Load Profile'); 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(timescale,shift_mod,timescale,up_lim_vec); 
xlabel('Time [hours]'); 
ylabel('Cost[$]'); 
title('LM: Peak Shifting Profile'); 

  
figure 
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(timescale,original,timescale,low_lim_vec); 
xlabel('Time [hours]'); 
ylabel('Cost [$]'); 
title('Unmanaged Load Profile'); 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(timescale,valley_mod,timescale,low_lim_vec); 
xlabel('Time [hours]'); 
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ylabel('Cost[$]'); 
title('LM: Valley Filling Profile'); 
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UEC (kWh/yr) Sat (%) 

Power 
Active 
(kW) 

Power 
Standby 

(kW) 

Cycle 
Length 
(hour) 

Cycle Max 
(daily) Max kWh/day Ave kWh/day Controllable 

Max Delay 
(hours) 

Space Heating 1171 0 1.00 0.07 1 3 4.68 3.21 1 2 

Heat Pump Heating 994 0 0.11 0 1 8 0.84 2.72 1 2 

Portable Heater 382 0 1.00 0 1 3 3.00 1.05 0 0 

Fan (Attic) 96 0.2 0.5 0 1 7 3.50 0.26 0 0 

Furnace Fan 216 0.73 0.38 0 1 8 3.00 0.59 1 2 

Central AC 894 0.56 2.80 0 1 7 19.62 2.45 1 2 

Room AC 293 0.13 0.90 0 1 7 6.32 0.80 1 1 

Evap Cooling 650 0.06 0.40 0 1 12 4.80 1.78 0 0 

Water Heating 3169 0.05 4.50 0.1 1 3 15.90 8.68 1 1 

Clothes Dryer 719 0.33 5.00 0 1 1 5.00 1.97 1 1 

Clothes Washer 121 0.96 0.51 0 1 1 0.51 0.33 1 1 

Dishwasher 83 0.74 1.20 0 1 1 1.20 0.23 1 2 

First Refrigerator 827 1.00 0.50 0.1 1 10 7.40 2.27 1 1 

Second Fridge 1286 0.33 0.50 0.1 1 10 7.40 3.52 1 1 

Freezer 968 0.23 0.29 0.1 1 10 5.28 2.65 1 1 

Indoor Lighting 388 1.00 0.36 0 1 4 1.44 1.06 0 0 

Oven 310 0.42 2.10 0 1 1 2.10 0.85 0 0 

Range Burner 310 0.42 0.40 0 1 1 0.40 0.85 0 0 

TV 738 1.00 0.20 0 1 6 1.27 2.02 0 0 

Microwave 133 0.94 0.25 0 1 1 0.32 0.36 0 0 

PC 673 0.88 0.35 0 1 1 0.45 1.84 0 0 

Well Pump 562 0.1 0.9 0 1 12 10.80 1.54 0 0 

Misc 2177.00 1 0.31 0 24 1 7.39 5.96 0 0 

 

Source: 2009 California RASS  http://www.energy.ca.gov/2010publications/CEC-200-2010-004/CEC-200-2010-004-ES.PDF 
Source: National Grid "Cost of Operating Appliances" 
http://www.nationalgridus.com/niagaramohawk/non_html/eff_costappliance.pdf 

Source: LBNL Standby Power http://standby.lbl.gov/summary-table.html 
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Space Heating TUS1 TUS2 TUS3 TUS4 TUS5 TUS6 TUS7 TUS8 TUS9 TUS10 TUS11 TUS12 

Heat Pump Heating 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.58 1 0.9 1 0.9 0.9 0.62 

Portable Heater 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.58 1 0.9 1 0.9 0.9 0.62 

Fan (Attic) 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.58 1 0.9 1 0.9 0.9 0.62 

Furnace Fan 0.61 0.56 0.56 0.55 0.52 0.56 0.68 0.73 0.61 0.52 0.55 0.55 

Central AC 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.58 1 0.9 1 0.9 0.9 0.62 

Room AC 0.25 0.18 0.15 0.1 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.12 0.2 0.24 0.38 0.41 

Evap Cooling 0.25 0.18 0.15 0.1 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.12 0.2 0.24 0.38 0.41 

Water Heating 0.25 0.18 0.15 0.1 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.12 0.2 0.24 0.38 0.41 

Clothes Dryer 0.2 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.3 0.61 1 0.9 0.75 0.65 0.55 

Clothes Washer 0.13 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.20 0.38 0.63 0.85 0.98 1.00 

Dishwasher 0.12 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.13 0.25 0.59 0.82 1.00 0.98 0.88 

First Refrigerator 0.16 0.14 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.15 0.18 0.27 0.53 0.56 0.52 0.45 

Second Fridge 0.8 0.76 0.74 0.72 0.7 0.7 0.74 0.8 0.82 0.84 0.8 0.8 

Freezer 0.8 0.76 0.74 0.72 0.7 0.7 0.74 0.8 0.82 0.84 0.8 0.8 

Indoor Lighting 0.8 0.76 0.74 0.72 0.7 0.7 0.74 0.8 0.82 0.84 0.8 0.8 

Oven 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.16 0.36 0.39 0.36 0.16 0.13 0.13 0.13 

Range Burner 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.17 0.28 0.30 0.33 0.28 0.33 

TV 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.17 0.28 0.30 0.33 0.28 0.33 

Microwave 0.61 0.56 0.56 0.55 0.52 0.56 0.68 0.73 0.61 0.52 0.55 0.55 

PC 0.61 0.56 0.56 0.55 0.52 0.56 0.68 0.73 0.61 0.52 0.55 0.55 

Well Pump 0.61 0.56 0.56 0.55 0.52 0.56 0.68 0.73 0.61 0.52 0.55 0.55 

Misc 0.61 0.56 0.56 0.55 0.52 0.56 0.68 0.73 0.61 0.52 0.55 0.55 

 

Source: Building America Research Definition Benchmark http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy10osti/47246.pdf 
Source: Northwest Power and Conservation Council  
http://www.nwcouncil.org/energy/powerplan/6/final/SixthPowerPlan_Appendix_E.pdf 
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Space Heating TUS13 TUS14 TUS15 TUS16 TUS17 TUS18 TUS19 TUS20 TUS21 TUS22 TUS23 TUS24 

Heat Pump Heating 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.44 0.7 0.7 0.42 0.3 

Portable Heater 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.44 0.7 0.7 0.42 0.3 

Fan (Attic) 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.44 0.7 0.7 0.42 0.3 

Furnace Fan 0.52 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.73 0.87 0.94 0.97 1.00 0.97 0.84 0.74 

Central AC 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.44 0.7 0.7 0.42 0.3 

Room AC 0.5 0.58 0.65 0.78 0.9 1 0.98 0.9 0.7 0.66 0.5 0.38 

Evap Cooling 0.5 0.58 0.65 0.78 0.9 1 0.98 0.9 0.7 0.66 0.5 0.38 

Water Heating 0.5 0.58 0.65 0.78 0.9 1 0.98 0.9 0.7 0.66 0.5 0.38 

Clothes Dryer 0.5 0.45 0.4 0.4 0.42 0.58 0.65 0.65 .62. 0.6 0.5 0.35 

Clothes Washer 0.94 0.85 0.75 0.73 0.69 0.69 0.66 0.65 0.65 0.69 0.55 0.31 

Dishwasher 0.80 0.71 0.61 0.58 0.59 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.56 0.54 0.35 0.18 

First Refrigerator 0.37 0.40 0.35 0.34 0.35 0.45 0.77 1.00 0.77 0.64 0.38 0.29 

Second Fridge 0.84 0.84 0.82 0.84 0.9 0.96 1 0.96 0.94 0.92 0.9 0.84 

Freezer 0.84 0.84 0.82 0.84 0.9 0.96 1 0.96 0.94 0.92 0.9 0.84 

Indoor Lighting 0.84 0.84 0.82 0.84 0.9 0.96 1 0.96 0.94 0.92 0.9 0.84 

Oven 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.18 0.39 0.54 0.75 0.87 0.89 0.64 0.36 0.14 

Range Burner 0.39 0.33 0.29 0.39 0.60 1.00 0.80 0.40 0.27 0.17 0.12 0.08 

TV 0.39 0.33 0.29 0.39 0.60 1.00 0.80 0.40 0.27 0.17 0.12 0.08 

Microwave 0.52 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.73 0.87 0.94 0.97 1.00 0.97 0.84 0.74 

PC 0.52 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.73 0.87 0.94 0.97 1.00 0.97 0.84 0.74 

Well Pump 0.52 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.73 0.87 0.94 0.97 1.00 0.97 0.84 0.74 

Misc 0.52 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.73 0.87 0.94 0.97 1.00 0.97 0.84 0.74 

 

Source: Building America Research Definition Benchmark http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy10osti/47246.pdf 
Source: Northwest Power and Conservation Council  
http://www.nwcouncil.org/energy/powerplan/6/final/SixthPowerPlan_Appendix_E.pdf 
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Misc Appliances 

Power 
Active 
(kW) 

Power 
Standby 

(kW) 
Active 

kWh/Month 
Standby 

kWh/Month 

Ave 
Power 
(A+S) 
(kW) 

       Broiler 1.20 0 8 0 0.01 

 
Vaporizer 0.62 0 2 0 0.00 

Carving Knife 0.10 0 1 0 0.00 

 
Waterbed Heater 0.38 0 120 0 0.17 

Coffee Maker 1.1 0 9 0.72 0.01 

 
Radio/Stereo 0.08 0.001 40 0.72 0.06 

Corn Popper 1.00 0 1 0 0.00 

 
VCR/DVD 0.2 0.002 40 1.116 0.06 

Deep Fryer 1.00 0 4 0 0.01 

 
Answering Machine 0.02 0.002 5 1.44 0.01 

Food Processor 0.36 0 1 0 0.00 

 
Copier 0.8 0 38 0 0.05 

Frying Pan 1.2 0 8 0 0.01 

 
Printer/Fax 0.2 0.005 6 3.6 0.01 

Heating Water/Elec 0.8 0 100 0 0.14 

 
Bench Grinder 0.6 0 6 0 0.01 

Hot Plate 1.2 0 8 0 0.01 

 
Circular Saw 1 0 10 0 0.01 

Rotisserie 1.4 0 6 0 0.01 

 
Drill 0.4 0 4 0 0.01 

Slow Cooker 0.2 0 8 0 0.01 

 
Saber Saw 0.4 0 4 0 0.01 

Tea Kettle 1.5 0 6 0 0.01 

 
Sander Belt 0.45 0 5 0 0.01 

Toaster 1.8 0 4 0 0.01 

 
Soldering Gun 0.6 0 6 0 0.01 

Toaster Oven 1.4 0 7 0 0.01 

 
Alarm 0.02 0.003 14 2.16 0.02 

Trash Compactor 0.4 0 4 0 0.01 

 
Bug Zapper 0.04 0 12 0 0.02 

Air Cleaner 0.05 0 36 0 0.05 

 
Clock 0 0 2 0 0.00 

Hair Dryer (hand held) 0.9 0 6 0 0.01 

 
Fish Tank 0.12 0 51 0 0.07 

Hair Setter 0.35 0 1 0 0.00 

 
Vacuum 0.65 0 3 0 0.00 

Heat Lamp 0.3 0 1 0 0.00 

 
Electric Blanket 0.18 0 21 0 0.03 

Tooth Cleaner 0.1 0 2 0 0.00 

     
Total: 0.31 

 
Source: National Grid "Cost of Operating Appliances" 
http://www.nationalgridus.com/niagaramohawk/non_html/eff_costappliance.pdf 

Source: LBNL Standby Power http://standby.lbl.gov/summary-table.html 

 

 


